
Buffalo News Editorial Board Article Briefing: December 2012 – Present 

Below are bullet points and summaries of state and local issues covered by the Buffalo News in 
their editorial section.  Overall, their editorials are more left leaning in nature and have a strong 
emphasis on local and state education reform.  More recent editorials have covered campaign 
finance/ethics reform as well as local issues including education and the creation of the “peace 
bridge”. 

State Issues 

Campaign Finance Reform 
• Support public financing and reducing contribution limits to “return power to the citizens 

of New York” 
• State needs to take practical steps to reduce the changes of wrongful conviction 
• The importance of financial disclosure has been written about in some editorials, with one 

mentioning that the Sandra Lee not having to disclose benefits she receives as the 
Governors girlfriend is wrong 

• Corruption is written about in a very serious manner – they did not even write favorably 
of the joke that Assemblyman Weprin made making light of the controversies  

• Taking swift action against corruption is the appropriate thing to do and has been written 
about favorably 

Budget 
• State budget is a good budget whose positives clearly outweigh its negatives 
• Includes stadium rehabilitation for Buffalo which they are happy about 
• Does not believe the tax credit makes sense and thinks it was a sloppy way to get the 

republicans to agree to increase in minimum wage; NY will be the first state in the 
country to have taxpayers and not employers cover higher pay for teens 

Drones 
• Pleased with Nick Perry legislation regarding limits on drones used by law enforcement 

and issues regarding privacy and unreasonable search 

Casinos 
• $60 million was lost to Niagara due to the refusal of payment by land owned by Indian 

Tribes as a result in the breach of contract with their land.  While they believe that casinos 
will provide much needed economic stimulation they are concerned about the contracts 
reaching a final agreement 

• Focus is on Seneca’s who have not resolved a dispute over the tribes refusal to pay $600 
million in revenue sharing payments because of exclusive gambling rights they have that 
were violated repeatedly 

Education 



• State testing is NEEDED.  The state should push for this and, at minimum, promote an 
awareness campaign for parents and kids 

They would also like to see increased penalties to child abusers, as outlined specifically in S1721 
A sponsored by Grisanti. 

Gun legislation is generally written about favorably in editorials and the recent decision by the 
US Congress to not allow for tighter rules towards ammunition sales has been very 
disappointing.  The Gun Buy Back event was poorly commented on. 

Local Issues  

Education 
• Increase in education aid from the budget which gave nearly all Erie and Niagara county 

schools increases is still not enough—education is still drastically underfunded 
• The needs upstate for education funding is significant 
• Buffalo public schools maybe getting record level fiscal report, but little is being 

accomplished and there has been much concern regarding buffalo school leaders 
• School boards ignore campaign finance laws in Buffalo (eg races for Board of Ed) and 

this must be fixed 
• Luke warm about the newly elected school board—thinks there are some good ideas on 

the table (eg from Paladino) but would like them to model their next steps from 
Columbus, Ohio and Charlotte NC before proceeding (they have good student 
performance now) 

Economic Development 
• New plans to create a rail station near the Medical school have been unveiled in May 

(Allen Street Metro Rail Station).  This station will be a subway to the medical center 
from Main and Allen street.  The station in the metro line will also be the first to offer 
retail shops etc.  

• $1 billion commitment from the budget was well received as a serious step to 
commitment towards the economic development of the long ignored upstate NY area. 

• Overall excitement about economic development that has not been seen by Buffalo in 
decades including park development in city’s outer harbors. 

• Support all teacher evaluations; dismayed by the back door deal that the superintendent 
signed to not use teacher evaluations for grounds of termination. 

• Very happy to see that the Peace Bridge is being built but have concerns about the Peace 
Bridge Authority being dysfunctional and not carrying out plans effectively; editorial 
called them a “miniature replay of the War of 1812”.  They are unhappy with delays; 
bridge will speed up cross border travels. 



• Happy about Ralph Wilson (Buffalo Bills) Stadium; recent editorial on luxury suite raised 
eyebrows as a “perk for state officials” since getting a lux suite allows for 16 tickets per 
game; luke-warm about push for stringent penalties should Bills leave Western NY before 
proposed new lease ends—some argue it’s a political ploy by the assembly others say it’s 
good for the economy. 

• Satisfied with film tax credit which will allow for monetary injection from film industry;  
recent movies that were supposed to be filmed in NY were relocated to other, cheaper 
areas of the nation. 

Niagara County dumps should not be allowed to expand any further; they have been exposed to 
too many such as the CWM landfill in the town of Porter.  They are very pro environment but do 
not write extensively about fracking. 

Matthew Wilcott, a 29 years old Eagle Scout, was written in a number of articles and 
commended for his bravery in pushing to admit gay members into the Boy Scouts of America.  
He is from Western New York. 


